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SMOOTHNESS UP TO THE BOUNDARY
FOR SOLUTIONS OF THE NONLINEAR

AND NONELLIPTIC DIRICHLET PROBLEM

C. J. XU AND C. ZUILY

ABSTRACT. For the Dirichlet problem associated with a general real second

order p.d.e. F(x,u, Vm, V2u) = 0 in a smooth open set Cl of Rn, we prove

smoothness up to the boundary of the solution u for which the linearized char-

acteristic form is nonnegative and satisfies Hormander's brackets condition,

the boundary of H being noncharacteristic

0. Introduction. Let fi be an open set in R" with a C°° boundary dfi. Let

F be a C°° real function in fi x RN and tp be in C°°(dQ). Let us consider a real

solution u, in the Holder space C(Cl), of the problem

,Q1) (F(x,u(x),Vu(x),V2u(x))=0   infi,

We shall denote by Lq(x, £) the principal symbol of the linearized form on u of

equation (0.1), more precisely

"     dF
(0.2) Lq(x, 0 = J2 g—(x' "M' Vu(x), V2u(x))^^

i,j=y    U%3

and we set

*#W) = !^(*,fl,        l<J<n.

This paper is mainly devoted to the proof of the following result.

THEOREM 0.1. Letr be an integer andu beinC(Cl) where p > Max(5,r + 3).

Let us suppose that

(a) L0(x,0 >0V(x,£)GfixR".

(b) // we denote by LT the set of brackets of the vector fields Lq of order less

than or equal to r, then at each point offl we can find n elements in Zr which are

linearly independent.

(c) dfi is noncharacteristic for Lq(x,D).

Then u belongs to C°°(Cl).

The interior regularity of the solution has been proved in [8] as soon as p >

Max(4,r + 2). In the elliptic case it is a classical fact that every C2(fi) solution of

such a Dirichlet problem is C°°(fi).

However, in our case, condition (b) by itself needs the solution to be at least

Cr+2(fi); on the other hand, the condition p > 5 comes from the technique (mainly
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the paradifferential Bony's theory). An attempt to replace condition (b) by a

geometric condition which needs less a priori regularity of the solution, has been

made by C. J. Xu [9]. But the optimality of the lower bound for p in the case of

a completely nonlinear equation is still an open question. (See Remark 1.2 in C.

Zuily [10].)

In the case of linear equations, the analogue of our result has been proved in

various cases by J. J. Kohn and L. Nirenberg [4], M. Derridj [3], 0. A. Oleinik and

E. V. Radkevitch [6].

As we said before, the proof begins, following the ideas of J. M. Bony [2], by a

tangential paralinearization (in M. Sable-Tougeron's sense [7]). The mixed terms

of the paradifferential equation are then eliminated, following S. Alinhac [1], by

the paracomposition's technique (but not in the same spaces as in [1]). The end of

the proof is more straightforward. We prove classical a priori subelliptic estimates

using the symbolic calculus of the paradifferential operators, to get the tangential

regularity and we use the equation to conclude.

The plan of the paper is as follows:

§1. The paradifferential calculus

1.1 Tangential paralinearization

1.2 Paracomposition

§2. Proof of Theorem 0.1

2.1 Preliminaries

2.2 The subelliptic estimate

2.3 End of the proof of Theorem 0.1.

1. The paradifferential calculus.

1.1. Tangential paralinearization. We shall work in the spaces Hss (R+) intro-

duced by L. Hbrmander. First for s and s' in R we set

H3-3'(Kn) = {ue S'(Rn): (1 + |£|2)s/2(l + \?\2)3'/2u G Z,2(Rn)}.

Here £ = (£', £n) G Rn and £' G Rn_1, the norm of this space being the natural

one. Then H3'3'(R+) is the space of restriction to R" = {x = (x',x„): xn > 0}

of elements in H3'3' (Rn). For m G R and p G R^\N, E™ will denote the set of

symbols of paradifferential operators defined in Bony [2]. If p G ]0,1[ we set

C'(R") = L € L~(R"); [«], = sup '"ff""^1 < +ool

with norm

\\u\\cf = IMIl°° + Mp

and if p = p0 + k, 0 < p0 < 1, k G N u G C(Rn) o Dau G C"°, \a\ < k.

Then C(R!}.) is the space of restriction to R!J. of elements in Cp(Wl). Let tp

be a radial and positive function in Co°(R") which is equal to one for |£| < \ and

vanishes for \f\ > 1. We set tp(£') = <p(£',0). Following M. Sable-Tougeron [7] we

set for u G S'(Rn) and p, p' in N:

vT(o = p(2-»flfi(e).    sp(o = £(2-p'e')fi(0
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then Spp, = SpO Spl. We shall also set Ap = Sp+y - Sp, A'p, = Sp,+l — Sp, and
APp, = Ap o Ap' which are also defined by

zQ(£) - 0(2-^)6(0,        A^(0 = 0(2-','e')w(€)

where xp(^) = p(f/2) - tp(f), $(?) = xp(f',0). So we have

p(0 + £ xp(2~n) = M) + £ <K2-p'o = 1.
p>0 p'>0

Now if a and u are in S(Rn) we can define as in [7] the tangential paraproduct

U'au and the paraproduct with two indices Yl"u:

(1.1) n> = £ Sp_NaA'pu

p>N

(1.2) n„u =   ^2   Sp-N,p'-Na ■ App,u.

p,p'>N

The main result of this section is the following.

THEOREM 1.1. Let F be a C°° function in R" x Rd which is real and with

compact support with respect to the x variable in R™ . Let uy,...,ua be real functions

belonging to C^R^) n Hm'3' '(R!J.) where m G N*, p > m, s' > 0.  Then

d

(1.3) F(X, Uy(x),..., Ud(x)) - J2 ^{dF/duJ)(x,ul{x),...,ud(x)^3 G Hm'3'+»(Rn+).

3 = 1

PROOF. As in [8, Proposition 1.3] we can reduce to the case where F does

not depend on x. Moreover, taking restrictions to R™, the above result will be a

consequence of the same result in the spaces Hm's (Rn). On the other hand we do

not decrease the generality if we suppose d = 1. We shall set uy = u.

Since u G C(Rn), p > 0 we have limg_+00 \\Squ - u\\l°° = 0. So following [5]

we can write

+oo

(1.4) F(u) = F(Squ) + J2iF(SUiu) ~ F(S'qu)}.
9=0

Moreover for every TV, S'Nu G Hm'+°°(Rn) and since for m > 1, Hm<+oc(Rn) is

an algebra [7, Proposition 1.7] we have F(S'Nu) G Hm+°°(Rn). Now

F(Sq+1u) - F(S'qu) = A'qu j F'(S'qu + tA'qu) dt.
Jo

From (1.1) to (1.4) we get

F(u) - n'F,{u)u = F(S'Nu) + £ A'qu { f F'(S'qu + tA'qu) dt - S'q_N(F'(u))) .

q>N *-J° >

So we have to prove

(1.5) <7=X>;J/  F'(S'qu + tA'qu)dt - S'q_N(F'(u))\ G H^3'+"(Rn).
q>N ^0 )
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Cutting each term A'qu we get

9=EE   ApA'qu[fF'(S'q + tA'qu)dt-S'q_N(F'(u))\
q>Nq<p+3 *■   ° '

= / ,aPq

p,q

Indeed if q > p + 4, {±2? < |£| <2P+2}n{±29 < |£| < 2«+2} = 0.

We shall prove that

Va G Nn, \a\ < m, Va' G N""1

(   6) ||D°Z?°;ap,|U2 <Cpq2P^-mh"(\a'\-s'-P\        (Cpq)el2.

First, since u G Hm'3 (Rn) we have

(1.7) \\D^D°;ApA'qu\\L? < Cpq2^-m)2^a'\-3'\        (C„) G I2.

On the other hand if an < m < p, D^u G Cp-a" (Rn) so

D°»F'(u)eCp-°">(Rn)

from which we deduce

\\D°:D°;{S'q_N(F'(u))-F'(u)}\\L~

Now, if q„ < m

(1.9) D^D*', lj  F'(S'qu + tA'qu)dt-F'(u)\        < C2«(|a'|-(p-a»)).

Indeed the left-hand side of (1.9) is bounded by

A=   sup  [\DZ:D${F'(S'qu + tA'qu)-F'(u)}\\L~.
0<t<l

Now

F'(S'qu + tA'qu) - F'(u) = (S'qu -u + tA'qu)F"(6S'qu + 0tA'qu + (1 - 9)u).

We easily get

(1.10) \\D^D0x:{(S'qu-u + tA'qu)}\\L^<Co2^'\-^a^.

and using Lemma 3 in [5] we get

(1.11) \\D2»D2',F"(9Squ + 6tA'qu + (1 - e)u)\[Loo < C^'l+lT"')

and (1.9) follows easily from (1.10) and (1.11).

From (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) we get

\[D^D^apq\\L2 < cpg2p(Q"-m'2^lQ'l-s'-"),        (Cpq) G I2,

which implies (1.6).
Now Theorem 1.1 follows from the following lemma (see Lemma 2.3 in [7]).
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LEMMA 1.2. Let (apq)q<p be a sequence of functions such that for an < m,

a'GN"-1,

(1.12) [[D^D^,avq[[L2 < CMQ2p(a"-m)+9(|Q'|-t')

where m G N, t' G R+ and (Cpqa) G I2.

Theng = Zq<papqeHm't'(Rn).

1.2 Paracomposition. Let fi., = uij x [0,T,[, j = 1,2 be two open sets in R" =

{(x',x„): xn > 0} and \ be a C-diffeomorphism from fii to fi2 such that a > 3

and

(1.13) \(y',yn) = (x',xn)   with Xj = fj(y',yn), 1 < j < n - 1, xn = yn.

We shall denote by Cy"c(u x [0, T[) the space of distributions on w x [0,T[ such

that cu belongs to Ca(R!J.) for all c in C°°(R!f.) with supp c = K x [0, e] where K

is compact in u C Rn_1 and e <T. The space H3^3 (u x [0, T[) is then defined in

the same way.

Following S. Alinhac [1] we now prove

THEOREM 1.3. There exists a linear operator \*'■ P'(^2) —* P'(fii) with the

following properties:

(i) x* is continuous from Cftc(fi2) r\H3;3J(fi2) to C£c(fii) n^'(fii) for all
strictly positive a, s and s'.

(ii) Let u be in H^(Q2), m > 1, t > 0, and P' = Z\ai<2KJx G Op(E2)

with ann = 1, be a paradifferential operator such that P'u G Hir^f(Q2). Then if

a > Max(3, m + 1) we have

X*(P'u) - (P*)'X*u G Hm't+a-3-e(Qy)   Ve > 0

where (P*)' = J^\a\<2ii'ba^y e Op(E2_j) and the principal symbol of (P*)' is

P*(y,n)= J^ aa(x(y))( (|f) \x(y))v).
|a|=2 V    ^        ' /

(iii) Let Xo: fio —* fii and xi '■ fii -► fi2 be two C-diffeomorphisms as in (1.13).

Then XoXiu = (XiXo)*" + Ru where R is continuous from Hss   to H3'3 +"-1.

We shall consider two systems of coronas: the small coronas

Cp = {£ G Rn: c-x2p < |c;| < c2p+1},

Cp = {£ = (£', e„) G R": c~x2p < |£'| < c2p+1}

with partition of unity 1 = tp(£) + Y^Ly ^(2_p£); we set 8P = xp(2~pD), <% =

xp(2~pD',0) and 8PP- = 8P o 8',; and the big coronas

Cp = {£ G Rn: C-X2P < [f[ < C2P+X},

C'p = {c:= (£', £n) € Rn: C-X2P < |e'| < C2P+X}

with the partition of unity 1 = <!>(£) + Y£=i *(2~p0; we set Ap = V(2~PD)

A'p = *(2-p£»',0) and App, = Ap o Ap.
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Let us note that Cp f) Cp, = 0 when p' > p + 1.

The distributions u G £'(fi2) will be cut, using the small coronas

u=   J2   Uppl'
p'<p+i

Given a compact K in fi2 we choose the constant C such that

For every y in a neighborhood of x_1(-^0

and every £ in cp we have t(dx(y)/dy)cf, G Cp.

The distributions v G if'(fii) will be cut using the big coronas.

We set

Mpp' =  Yl  A33>v
\j-p\<N

\j'-p'\<N

which means that the sum is taken over (j,j') such that the spectrum of Ajj,v

meets Cp fl C'p,. Here AT is an integer related to the constant C.

DEFINITION 1.4. Let u be in <f'(fi2) with suppu C K. We set

(1-15) x»=   J2  M«W'°X(V)W
p'<p+l

where xp G Q^fii), xp = 1 near x~l(K)-

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. (i) This part is just an application of Lemma 1.6 in

[7]-
(ii) We first give two lemmas. We take xpy G Co0 (fii), ^1=1 near the support

of xp and we set

SPP'X=   Yl (N^lX'.Xn), X' = (Xl>---,Xn-l)-
Q<P

q'<p'

LEMMA 1.5.   Let u be in £'(Q2), suppw C K. Let us set

(1.16) Ru = X'(u)-   Y   \^(uPP'oSPP'X(y))]pP'-
p'<p+l

Then R maps H3'3'(U2) in H3>3'+°-x(ny) for s > 0, s' > 0.

PROOF. Since x G C we have

Uix' - V^ix'IU- < HV'ix' - 5^ix'||l«. + ||Sp(^ix' - Sp<V>iX')IU~
< C2~pa + C2-p'° < Cy2-p'a.

Now, since x„ = yn, for u G H3'3  we have

\\[i>(uPp'° X) -i>(uPP' °Spp,x]pp'[W < \\upp' °X-UpP' °Spp>x\\L*

< C0\\Dx,Upp,\[L2\\xpyx' - Spp,1pyx'\\L°°

< Cpp,2-p3-p'{3-x)-p''7 < Cpp,2-p3-p'i3+C7~'1)

with (GV) e I2. It follows that Ru G #••■'+*-».
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LEMMA 1.6.   Let u be in HS'3'(Q2) s > 0, s' > 0. Then

v = YM^upp' ° Spp'X)}pp' ~Y^Upp' ° SPp'x"> e iTs>3'+a-x.

p,p' p,p'

PROOF. We can write

Y^(upp' ° spp'x) = Y\^Upp' ° spp'x)]pp'
pp' p,p'■

+ Y\ Y +  Y  a«'Wupp'o5pp'x)) »■
p,p'     |«-p|>iv      |g—p|<at

^        «' \q'-p'\>N )

Now, from the Lemma in §2.1.2 of [1], we get

Y VWvVx))     <CpP,2-^3+°-v-p'3',      (Cpp,)Gl2,

\q-p\>N
q' L2

Y A„-(^(voVx))       <CVp,2-p32-p(s'+°-x\        (Cpp,)el2,

\q-p\<N

\q'-p'\>n l2

which prove Lemma 1.6.

Now, as in [1] if we change the coronas or the functions xp, xpy, the definition

of x* is modified by operators which are a - 1 smoothing. So we can extend the

definition of x* to V.

Let us consider now a paradifferential operator in Op(E2)

P' = D2n + Y KjnD3Dn + J2 KtiDiDj + J2 %aDa
3 = 1 i,j=l |a|<l

and let P" be the same operator but with n" instead of 11^.

LEMMA 1.7.   Let u be in r7m-'(R!J.) with a > m + 1 > 2 and t > 0.  Then

(1.17) P'u-P"u€Hm't+er-2-£(R+)    Ve>0.

PROOF.   If we set P' = P' - D2n then P' - P" = P' - P".   Now P'u =
EQ EP' Sp,_N(aa)daup, and

Sp,-N(aa)daup, =     Y    Sq(Sp'-N(aa))8p(daUp,)

\p-q\<N

+    Y    6°(Sp'-N(aa))8p(daUp,)

\p-q\>N
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from which we deduce

P'u = YY Sp-N,p'-N(aa)daUpP>

+ Y Y SPSp-N{aa)daSp-NUp,
a    p,p'

®

+ Y    Y    6QSp'-NMdaUpp,

a    \p-q\<N

p'

First of all we have

®= P"u.

Now, since in the sum |a| < 2 and a ^ (n,n) we have dau G 7/°.m+*-l"l s0

[\daSp-Nup,[\L2 = [\Sp-Ndaupl[[L2 < GV2-p'(m+t-lQl\        (Cp.) G I2,

[[8pS'p_N(aa)[\L~ < C2-p(°+W-V < C2-pc2-p^+W-2-El

For a + \a\ - 2 - m - e > 0 we have©G flw+M-3-«.«+«-M c £P».*+»-a-«.

The same argument can be used for®

LEMMA  1.8.   Let u be in Hm<t(R_l) such that P"u is in Hm't(Rrlh).   If a >

m + 1 > 2 and t > 0, we have

(1.18) X*(P"u) - P*"(x*u) G Hm't+a-3(R+).

Proof.

x*(p"u) = YY^Sp-N>p'-N(a<*>d*Upp'} ° spp'x(y)]pP'
a    p,p'

= Y£(Vw-atK) ° 5pP'x) (' (95py(y)) 3„)  KP' o Vx) + Ru

where flu G Hm't+"-x by Lemma 1.6.

On the other hand,

P*"(x*u) = YY (Vjv,p'-JV (attn('(|(!/)) 3„)   )) [«pp' ° Spp'X]pp<

= / , / JSp-Ntpi-N(da)dy[upp' oSPp'x]pp'.

Ct     p,p'

We have P"u = D2nu + U'I{x €)u G tfm'* so D2u = / + g where / G Hm^ and

r/ G ff""-1'*-1. Therefore u G Hm+1't~1 so g G F"1'*"2 and u G Hm+2't~2.

Now for x G CCT, a G CCT, b G C"7-1 let us consider

A = ||Sp_/V,p'_/v'((a°x)b) - Sp-N,p'-N(a) ° Vx^pp'^IIl00-
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We have

\\Sp-n,p'-n((i ° x)SVp'b — 5p_jv,p'-Ar(a) ° S,Pp'X'Spp'')||L°<>

< C\[Sp-NiP'-N(a ox) - Sp-N,p'-N(a) ° Spp'Xlk°°

< C{||Sp_7v,p'_^(a o x) - a o x||z,o° + ||(a - Sp-Ny-N(a)) o x||l°°

+ \\SP-N,p'-N(a) ° X - Sp-N,p'-N(a) ° Spp'Xll}-
< C2-p'a

On the other hand,

\\Sp-N,P>-N((aox)b) - Sp-N<p>-N(aox)SPp'b\\Loo

< \[Sp-.NiP>-N((a o x)b) -(ao x)&||l»

+ ||(o ox- Sp-NtP>-N(a o x))&||l°°

+ \\Sp-NiP'-N(a o x)(b - 5pp/6)||L°°

<C2-p'(a-x).

So we have

(1.19) A<C2-p'(a-x\

Now, since u belongs to Hm+2,t~2^ Lemma 1.6 implies that

[\da((uppl o Spp-x) - Kp' o Spp'X]pp')ll^ < CpP'2-pm-p'(t+CT-3).

Now

x*(P"u) -p*"(x*u) = x*(P"u) -YYSp-N'p'-N^K(upp' ° Vx)
a   ptp'

+ YYSp-N'P'-N^a^dy^uPP' oSpp'X)
Ct    p,p'

- P*"(x*u) G Hm't+a~s.    Q.E.D.

To prove (ii) in Theorem 1.3 we write

X*(P'u) - P*'(x*u) = X*(P'u - P"u) + X*(P"u) - P*"(x*u) + (P*" - P*')(x*u)

and we apply Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8.

Let us now prove (iii) in Theorem 1.3. To define x*y we use the coronas adapted

toxi and AT as in (1.15). So x*yU = Ep'<p+ikKp'°Xi)]pp' withV = lnearsuppc.

To define Xo we ta^e a system of small coronas such that [ ]pp' has its spectrum

in Cp fl Cp' and a system of big coronas corresponding to the small system and to

XyX(K). Let c0 G Cg°(fi) c0 = 1 near Xo'(supp V). We have

Xo^Xi«=    Y   ko([?Kp'0Xi)]pp'°Xo)]pp'
p'<p+i

=    Y   tfo(?Kp' °Xo))]Pp' +   Y   [fo(-RPp'°Xo)]pp'
p'<p+i p'<p+i

where

RPP> = [c(uPp' o Xi)]pP' - c(wPP' o Xi).
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Using Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 we get for u G H3'3

]\RpALi<Cpp,2-p3-p,{-3'+°-v

so Ep'<p+iM#pp' °Xo)W 6 Hs'3'+°-x. Now,

?o(?wPp' °Xi°Xo) = ?ofo °Xo)Kp' °(xi °Xo)) =C2Kp' o(xi oXo))

where c2 = 1 in a neighborhood of (xiXo)_1(-^)- This proves (iii).

2. Proof of Theorem 0.1.

2.1 Preliminaries. We know by the Theorem 1 of [8] that the solution of (0.1)

is C°° inside fi so we have to prove now its smoothness near the boundary. Let

xo be a point in dfi and V a fixed neighborhood of xo in fi. Let c be in Co°(t^),

c = 1 near xo- By a C°°-diffeomorphism 9 near xo we can reduce the problem to

the case xo = 0 and dfi fl V = {x = (x1, xn) G Rn: xn = 0}. We set v = cu o 0-1.

Using the implicit function theorem, condition (c) in Theorem 0.1 and subtracting

from v a C°° extension of the boundary condition we find that v is a solution of

the problem.

au jd2lv + G(x,v(x),Vv(x),V2v(x)) = 0   in V x R" ,

(2-1} \v[Xn,o=0,

where V2w means (dav), \a[ = 2, a = (a',an), an < 2.  Conditions (a) and (b)

obviously remain invariant. Applying Theorem 1.1 to our function G we get

Proposition 2.1. Letv g C,poc(R+) n H3*C(R\), p > s + 2, P > b, t > l, be

a solution of problem (2.1). Let us set

r)C
P' = D2n+Y KaDa    with aa(x) = —(x,v(x),Vv(x),V2v(x)).

|a|<2 Ua

<*„<2

ThenP'veH3^c+p-4(Rl).

Indeed Theorem 1.1 gives P'v = f G H3~cx't+p'3(R1l). Now if v is in H3^

then E\a\<2,an<2KaDav belongs to fl^1'*-1 so D2nv G H3'1''-1 and since v

is in H3qC we get v G H3+X'l~x so, applying another time Theorem 1.1, we get

P'veH3^"-4.

The principal symbol of P' is equal to

J=l      J lj=l      J

Let gk, 1 <k <n- 1, be the solutions near the origin of the Cauchy problems

<2.2)   \t/t^M^^^))d^.

y 9k\xn=o = xk,

where v is a solution of (2.1) which is in Cxpoc n H3t. Then the solutions gk exist

locally and are in Cp~2 near the origin.
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Let 6 be the Cp~2 local diffeomorphism defined by

S(x',xn) = (y',yn)   withifl^'        ^^""l-
^ Vn — Xn,

and x = O-1. Applying Proposition 2.1, Theorem 1.3(i) and (ii) with a = p — 2 >

Max(3, s + 1) we get the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Letv e C,poc n Hy3^., where p > Max(5, s + 3), be a solution

of (2.1). Then (P*)'(x*v) G #^+p~5~£ for every e > 0.

Now (P*)' is in Op(E2_3) and its principal symbol is

n-l

(2-3) P*(y,v) = Vn + Y ai3(v)Virij.
i,3=l

Moreover p*(y,n) > 0 for all (y,rj) in V x R" and condition (b) in Theorem 0.1 is

also satisfied by the operator (P*)' if p > Max(5, s + 3).

We shall denote in the following Q and (x, £) instead of (P*)' and (y, n).

2.2 The subelliptic estimate. The main result of this section is the following

PROPOSITION 2.4. For every compact K in R" we can find a positive constant

C and e > 0 such that

\W[[l,£<C{\(Qu,u)\ + [[u[[2ofi}

for every u G E = {u G C°°(R!f.): suppu C K, u\Xn=0 = 0}.

PROOF. Since the proof is classical and very close to the proof of Proposition

1.10 in [8] we shall only sketch it.

Let qo(x, £) be the principal symbol of Q. For 1 < j < n we denote by Qj (resp.

Qj+n) the paradifferential operator with symbol

dqn/dtj    (resp. p(l+ \f'\2)-1/2dq0/dxJ).

We prove first

2n

(2.5) EH^'ullo,o<C{t(Q"^)l + INIo,o}    VuG£.
3 = 1

Writing
n-l

Q(X,Z) = &+   Y  aij(X)^3
».J-1

where a^ G Cp~2 we know that Y17j=i aij(x)€i£j ^ 0 i°T every (x, ^) in V x R".

So we can use Lemma 1.7.1 of [6] and the corollary which follows it to write

,2 q-,      f I E"7=i ̂ ai3(x)didMx)\2 ̂  MT,Hl=i aij(x)djdsu(x)didsu(x),
\ I Efc=i akj(x)dku(x)\2 < 2ajj(x) Efcjii akj(x)dju(x)dku(x).

Here the constant M depends only on the second derivative of the coefficients on

K. If we denote by G} the vector fields

Y a*3Q— l - 3 - n ~ 1     and     Gn~ Dn
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we deduce from (2.6)

n n—1

(2.7) Y WGM\o,o < C I \\Dnu\\2 + Y (dkjdjU,dku) + \\u\[lo \ .
3=1 [ 3,k=l \

Now we have

LEMMA 2.5. Let P = £3|a|<maa(x',xn)D£, where aa G Cp with compact

support in R" and p > m. Then P - E|Q|<m ^a D" zs bounded from L2(R™) to

L2(R»).

This lemma follows from Theorem 3.4 in [2] if we consider xn as a parameter.

Now (2.5) follows from (2.7) and Lemma 2.5.

The next step is the proof of the estimate

(2-8) IHIo,£<c|EH^IIo,o + IHIo,o|

for every u in the space E.

The proof follows classical ideas (see [6]). We write

Mle<c{Y   j£ 4      + Nlo,e-lj•{3 = y    ax>   0..-1 J

Using condition (b) in Theorem 0.1 we get

Nlo,e<c   EllGHlL-i + IHIo,£-i|

where G/ is a commutator of some of the Gj for 1 < j < n. From Lemma 2.5 we

deduce the same estimate with Qi instead of 67/. Now

IIQ/«llo,e-i = (Ee-yQiu,E£-yQiu) = (Q}E;_yE£-yQlU,u).

(All the integration by parts can be made since Qj and Ee-y are tangential.) Now

T2e-y = Q*jE*_yE£-y belongs to Op(E2i~|_|/|) and p - 2 - \I\ > 1. We write

(T2e^yQiu,u) = (r2e-iQJ-Q/.,Tx)ii) - (r2e_iQ/.Qiu,u) =®-@

and using the symbolic calculus of paradifferential operator we get

|(D| < C(||Qy«||o,o + IWHlL-i)
and the same inequality for®   Taking e < l/2r, by induction we get inequality

(2.8). (See [8] for more details.)

From inequality (2.8) we get for every t G R

2n

(2-9) ||«||git+e + Y WQM\l,t < C{([EtQv,Etv\) + IMIU
3 = 1

for every u in E, where Q = D2 + Q.
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We apply (2.5) and (2.8) to the function Etv, where Et is tangential of order t.

The only term whose treatment is not obvious is

I=\([Q,Et]v,Etv)[.

Using Proposition 1.4 of [8] (i.e. [Q,R] = E»"i R3Q3 + -^o where R is a pseudo-

differential operator of order r, Rj p.d.o of order r and Rq G Op(Ep_3)) it is easy

to see that for every 6 > 0 we can find Cs > 0 such that

2n

\I\<SY\\Q3^\\l,t + Cs[\u\\lt
3 = 1

which proves (2.3).

The next step in the proof is the following

Let v be in Hy1^"1 (R") such that v\Xn=0 = 0 and

Qv is in #,°0'e(R") then v is in ffioc+£_1(ft+)-

To prove this claim we take 8 in ]0,1], tp in C°°(R") with swpp tp C K where K

is a compact in R", tpy G Cq°(R" ), tpy = 1 on K and we set

vg = T6v = tpy(l- 8Ax-)~lipv

then v& G rY1't+1, vg\Xn=o = 0 and supply is contained in a compact of R™, so we

can apply inequality (2.9) to v$ and deduce

2n

INHo,t+e + Y \\Qivs\\o,t < C{\\TsQv\[0,t + ||p«,Q]t;||o,t + ||»fi||0,t}.
3 = 1

If we prove that ||[T^,(5]u||o,t is uniformly bounded in 8 we shall have, letting

8 go to zero, v G H°'t+£, Dnv G H0'1 C H°'t+e~x so v G H1-***"1. Now Q =

^n + <5 + R, where R denotes the lower order terms

[Q,TS] = [D2n,T6] + YQU)TSU)-T{s3)Qu)
3 = 1

+       Y      (Q{a)Ts{a)-T^Q{a)) + [R + R',Ts].
2<|a|<[p-l]

Now, since

d?(i + 8\erl < c(i + iei2)-|a|/2(i+^m2)-1

with C independent of 8 it is easy to see that

?o=       Y      (Q[a)TD{a)-Tla)Q(a)) + [R + R',T8]
3<M<[p-l]

can be written as T0 = ToT's+T$x where T'8 has the same form as Tg, To is of order

zero uniformly bounded and T^x is of order —1, uniformly bounded with compact

support.

On the other hand we also have (see [8]) with the same notations as above

Ts3)Q(3) = ToQn+jTe + f0rs + Ts~x
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SO

!n nEll^r*(i)vllo,t + Ell^+i:r«wllo,t
3=1 3=1

+ \\nv\\it+\\T6-iv\\it\.

Now
2n

Ell^T«(fc)ullo,t < C{\(QEtT6{k)V,EtT0(k)v)[ + ||Tg(fc)W||2,J.
3 = 1

A straightforward computation shows that the right-hand side of this inequality is

bounded for any p > 0 by

c | pY WQ3THk)v\[2o,t + c„{\\T8(ki)v\\ltt + ||r«(fc)t;||g)t + iit^^h2) 1 .

It follows, taking p small enough that

\\{Q,To]v\[lt<C{\[nv\\lt + \[Ts-xv[[lt}

where T's has the same form as Tg thus bounded in H0'* and Tfx is of order —1

with compact support thus bounded in H0,t. This proves (2.10).

2.3 End of the proof of Theorem 0.1. Let »bea solution of (2.1), v G Cyoc,

p > Max(5,r + 3). It follows that v is in C,poc(R^) n /^(Rrj.). By Theorem 1.3,

Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 we have x*v e /^(R+J and (P*)'(x*v) G fl'110,c1(R+).

From (2.10) we deduce x*v G H^+e so by Theorem 1.3(iii) v G Hl>1+e. Iterating

this argument we prove that v G H^00 so P'v G H°^°°. Now

D2nv = f- YULDav

\a\<2
an<2

so D2v is in H^*00 from which we deduce v G H2-+°°.

Now Dav G H^00 if an < 2 and by Proposition 1.7 in [7], Hx+°° is an algebra.

So we can write

(2.11) D2nv = -G(x, v(x),Dv(x),D2v(x)) G Hx'+°°

therefore v G Hy3^00 so the right-hand side of (2.11) belongs to H^°° which

implies v G H^°° and so on, i.e. v G Hfc+°° for every fc G N so v G C°° near the

origin. The proof is complete.
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